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Summary :


Discover the top 14 HEIC to PDF converters in this article. It includes both online and offline options, making it effortless to convert your HEIC images to the widely supported PDF format.
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There are several reasons why you might find yourself needing to convert a HEIC file to a PDF. Perhaps you’ve received a photo in the new image format from an iPhone user and are unable to open it on your Windows computer.

Alternatively, you may wish to share a collection of vacation pictures with someone who doesn’t own an iOS device. Regardless of the scenario, there are numerous excellent HEIC to PDF converters available to help you with the task.

Compare the Top HEIC to PDF Converters

	HEIC Converter	Price	Platform	Raring	Best For
	PDFgear	Free	Windows, Mac, iOS	4.9/5	Best for users who want a free, simple, and effective solution for converting HEIC to PDF.
	Pixillion	Free	Windows, Mac	4.5/5	 Best for users who want to convert images in batches and for those who need support for multiple image formats.
	GIMP	Free	Windows, Linux, Mac	4.5/5	Best for users with some experience using image editing software who want a free solution for converting HEIC to PDF.
	Regards Viewer	Free	Windows, Linux, Mac.	4.4/5	Best for users who want to view and convert HEIC images to PDF for free.


8 Best Free HEIC to PDF Converters

# 1. PDFgear

The PDFgear free online HEIC converter provides a simple solution for converting HEIC to PDF on iPhone and creating PDF files on iPhone from various formats. No software download or installation is required on your computer, and it is compatible with Linux, Windows, Mac, Android, and iOS.

This converter allows you to effortlessly convert your HEIC images to PDF format online with just a few clicks. The resulting PDF files maintain the original image quality and are compatible with major PDF readers.
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Additionally, the user-friendly tool enables you to add text, images, links, annotations, and even highlight PDFs with ease. It’s particularly useful if you want to save screenshots as PDFs on your iPhone. PDFgear is free, user-friendly, and does not require any sign-up.

Rating: 4.9

Pricing: Free

Convert HEIC to PDF Online!



PROS

	PDFgear does not save your files, when you close or refresh the browser, your files will be erased.
	The PDFs will keep the same high level of quality as the HEIC pictures.
	There’s no need to download or install any software on your computer.
	You may not only convert HEIC pictures to PDFs with PDFgear, but you can also use additional online PDF editing tools.





CONS

	It’s still a relatively new online tool.






Moreover, the PDFgear online toolkit restricts file sizes to under 50MB. For unlimited file size and quantity capabilities, opting to download PDFgear is a superior choice. The downloadable version provides access to more advanced editing and converting features not available in the online variant. These include the ability to edit existing text in a PDF, convert PDFs to webpages, perform OCR on documents, and more.



PDFgear – Free Convert PDF Documents

PDFgear facilitates HEIC to PDF conversion with just a few clicks, supporting efficient batch conversion. It’s free, secure, fully-featured, and user-friendly.



Free Download



# 2. Pixillion
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If you need a reliable tool to convert HEIC files to PDF effortlessly, Pixillion stands out as an excellent choice. Pixillion Image File Converter Software not only supports batch image conversion but also handles various other image formats like PNG, SVG, TGA, TIF, ICO, RAW, EMF, and more.

One of Pixillion’s key strengths lies in its ability to perform batch image conversion efficiently. This means you can convert multiple HEIC files to PDF simultaneously, streamlining the process.

Additionally, Pixillion is user-friendly and boasts a comprehensive set of features, making it one of the most versatile image converter software options available.

Rating: 4.5

Pricing: Free version or $24.99 per month



PROS

	Convert between many formats, including GIF, BMP, PNG, and PDF.
	You may crop, resize, rotate, or compress digital photographs to save room on your device.
	You can see picture information before an image is converted.





CONS

	It lacks a lot of editing, filtering, stacking, and other capabilities typically found in an image editor, therefore its application is restricted.
	The software will be held hostage when a new version is released.






# 3. GIMP
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GIMP HEIC Converter, a renowned free and open-source image editing software compatible with Windows, Linux, and macOS, extends its functionality beyond editing to serve as a HEIC to PDF converter. In addition to its robust image editing capabilities, GIMP allows users to effortlessly import and view HEIC images, facilitating their conversion to PDF format with just a few clicks.

GIMP boasts support for a wide array of image formats, making it a versatile tool for format conversion. Popular formats, including GIF, PNG, JP2, ICO, HEIC, WMF, and more, can be seamlessly converted with GIMP. Whether you require HEIC to PDF conversion or any other image format transformation, GIMP is a comprehensive solution. Explore its capabilities today!

Rating: 4.7

Pricing: Free



PROS

	This software can be easily expanded to accommodate your needs.
	The ability to change the functionality is valuable.
	The interface is easy to use.
	This software can open almost any image file.





CONS

	Batch processing is not available.
	Mobile and online versions need to be updated.






# 4. Regards Viewer
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Regards Viewer is a free software designed to simplify the viewing and conversion of HEIC images to PDF. Compatible with Windows, Linux, and macOS, this user-friendly tool offers an enjoyable experience. Its interface is uncomplicated, allowing you to open an image and view it in various formats.

The software supports prevalent image formats like PNG, JPEG, ICO, HEIC, and BMP. Additionally, Regards Viewer provides features for image manipulation, enabling users to flip, rotate, and apply various effects to their images. It’s a versatile and easy-to-use solution for managing and converting images.

Rating: 4.4

Pricing: Free



PROS

	This software delivers a wealth of information about your pictures.
	It displays overall data as well as detailed information on each picture.
	It allows you to apply and modify a few visual effects.





CONS

	The user interface is a jumbled mess, especially when it isn’t in full-screen mode.
	The CPU usage appears to be rather high for an image viewer.






# 5. ImageMagick
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ImageMagick Software is a cross-platform, free, and open-source software program designed for managing, viewing, converting, and editing raster images. It operates seamlessly on Windows, Linux, and macOS, providing extensive compatibility. With the ability to read and write over 200 image file formats, ImageMagick supports popular ones such as PNG, JPEG, GIF, TIFF, and DPX.

Beyond simple viewing and conversion, ImageMagick offers a range of transformative tools for image modification, including flipping, rotating, trimming edges, shearing, rolling, and more. The software features a multi-window interface, enabling users to open and edit multiple images simultaneously — a convenient feature for making bulk edits to a group of images.

Rating: 4.6

Pricing: Free



PROS

	It allows you to view images of various sizes, such as half-size, double-size, original size, and so on.
	You may restore all of your modifications to an image.
	This software provides a wide range of transformation tools.





CONS

	The user interface is not very intuitive and can be confusing for first-time users.






# 6. CopyTrans HEIC for Windows
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Windows Photo Viewer is a convenient image-viewing application included with Windows 10. Apart from its primary function of viewing images, it can serve as HEIC to PDF conversion software. To utilize this feature, you must first install the CopyTrans HEIC for Windows codec on your system.

After installation, you can seamlessly convert HEIC images to PDF format with just a few clicks. This makes it a valuable tool for individuals who frequently work with images.

Rating: 4.5

Pricing: Free for personal use



PROS

	It can be used to add support for the HEIC file format on Windows.
	In Explorer, you can view HEIC images as thumbnails.
	It can retain the metadata of HEIC pictures.
	It is completely free to download and use.





CONS

	The tool doesn’t work with older Windows versions such as XP or 2000
	You can’t adjust image quality
	Only compatible with Windows






# 7. Converseen
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Converseen image converter is open-source and available for both Windows and Linux. This software allows users to efficiently batch-convert images to PDF format and perform various tasks, such as image rotation, format conversion, batch resizing, and more. Supporting a broad spectrum of popular image formats, including PNG, JPEG, PPM, PNM, WEBP, JPE, EPS, AI, PSD, and others, Converseen proves to be highly versatile.

Notably, Converseen features an Action Panel that provides users with the capability to manually adjust image resolution and orientation. In essence, Converseen stands out as a user-friendly and adaptable image converter, offering a quick and easy solution for those seeking to convert images to PDF format.

Rating: 4.6

Pricing: Free



PROS

	This is free software.
	It can be used to rotate, resize, and convert images in batches.
	It has great support service.





CONS

	The conversion process can be slow.






# 8. AnyConv
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With AnyConv HEIC to PDF Converter, the converting process is a breeze — no need to install any software on your computer. Just upload your HEIC file to the website, and within minutes, you’ll have a high-quality PDF ready for sharing and download.

AnyConv goes beyond HEIC, supporting over 400 different file formats. Whether it’s documents, images, spreadsheets, e-books, archives, presentations, audio, video, or more, you can convert nearly anything. Since the conversion happens online in a web browser, you won’t have to worry about compatibility issues or software updates. If you’re seeking a straightforward and convenient method to convert HEIC files to PDF, AnyConv is worth exploring.

Rating: 4.8

Pricing: Free



PROS

	It can convert HEIC to PDF without installing any software.
	It supports over 400 different file formats.
	The conversion process is quick and easy.





CONS

	Some files may not convert correctly.
	Too many ads on the website.






6 Best Paid HEIC to PDF Converters

# 9. Cloudconvert
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The Cloudconvert Tool is a swift, user-friendly, and secure online document converter. Utilizing Cloudconvert, you can effortlessly convert HEIC to PDF online. This platform accommodates over 200 formats, providing the flexibility to convert your documents into the format that best suits your requirements.

With its commitment to high-quality conversions and encrypted transmissions, Cloudconvert ensures the safety and security of your data.

Rating: 4.7

Pricing: Free for up to 25 conversions per day.

Premium Version:

Packages start from $8 for 500 conversion minutes;

Subscriptions start from $8 for 1000 conversion minutes per month.



PROS

	You may define custom conversion settings for the file.
	It supports more than 200 formats.
	Conversions are of excellent quality and secure.





CONS

	If a font is missing when converting document files, it may cause the file to be damaged.
	It was hard to figure out how the interface works and which button to choose.






# 10. FreeConvert
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FreeConvert Website is a complimentary online application designed for converting HEIC to PDF files. Given that HEIC is the default file format for iPhone photos and PDF is widely utilized for documents, FreeConvert simplifies the process of converting your HEIC files to PDF with speed and ease. Whether you visit their website or download the app, you can convert any HEIC to PDF within minutes.

This application incorporates custom-written software to ensure top-notch conversions, instilling confidence that your converted PDF documents will maintain excellent quality. Additionally, FreeConvert prioritizes the security of your files, employing 256-bit SSL encryption to safeguard your information, providing peace of mind regarding the safety and integrity of your data.

Rating: 4.4

Pricing: Users may get 750 conversion minutes per month (25 conversion minutes per day) for free.

Premium Version:

Web Plans:

Basic: $9.99/Month, Standard: $14.99/Month, Pro: $25.99/Month, 24-h Pass: $12.99/one-time charge;

API Plans: Starts from $8/month for 1000 conversion minutes.



PROS

	When you convert a file, no pop-ups will appear.
	It did not slow down your download speed.
	Files were easily converted.





CONS

	The free trial is a short amount of time.






# 11. Convertio
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If you’re seeking a convenient solution to convert HEIC to PDF, Convertio Converter is an excellent choice. This tool allows for a quick and easy conversion of any HEIC file to PDF. Convertio supports over 300 different formats, ensuring the proper conversion of your files. Additionally, Convertio guarantees 100% security for your files, assuring the safety of your information.

An advantage of Convertio is that it operates as a browser-based converter tool, eliminating the need to download any software. It works smoothly on almost all platforms. Simply upload your HEIC file, follow the provided instructions, and within moments, you’ll have a high-quality PDF document ready for sharing with others.

Rating: 4.5

Pricing: Offers a free trial.

Premium Version:

Light Plan: $9.99/month or $5.99/month billed yearly,

Basic Plan: $14.99/month or $8.99/month billed yearly,

Unlimited Plan: $25.99/month or $15.58/month billed yearly.



PROS

	Converts in a snap, just by dragging and dropping, no need to sign in.
	The cache files are converted on the fly and remain available for reading the same day.
	You’ll also get up to 10 conversions every day, which is more than enough for most uses.





CONS

	The objects’ rounded corners are occasionally rough.






# 12. ZamZar
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ZamZar online file converter is a user-friendly document converter that facilitates HEIC to PDF conversions among other formats. It provides a straightforward and easy-to-use platform; simply select your file and the desired conversion format. ZamZar supports over 1200 formats and completes conversions in under 10 minutes. Being browser-based, ZamZar is accessible on any device. It’s the ideal solution for those seeking a hassle-free way to convert HEIC to PDF.

As a versatile converter tool, ZamZar extends its support beyond documents, even accommodating video conversions like AVI to MP4.

Rating: 4.7

Pricing: Offers a free trial.

Premium Version:

Basic: $18/month, Pro: $30/month, Business: $49/month.



PROS

	This program allows you to convert files that are located on the internet.
	It allows you to convert multiple files at once.
	It supports over 1200 formats.
	This product has a developer API that you can use to create new products.





CONS

	Free accounts allow you to store a maximum of 50MB worth of data.
	This online tool does not have OCR technology like other online tools.






# 13. Converter365
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If you need a versatile online converter capable of handling various file formats, the Converter365 tool is an excellent choice. PDF is widely used for document sharing, and this application simplifies the process of converting HEIC files to PDF. Just upload the file you wish to convert, choose the desired format, and download the converted file.

Beyond PDF, Converter365 supports over 1000 other file formats, making it a flexible tool suitable for both personal and professional purposes. Whether you’re converting an audio file or an e-book, Converter365 has you covered.

Rating: 4.3

Pricing: Users can upload files up to 50MB and perform up to two conversions within 24 hours for free.

Premium Version:

Basic: $9.99 per month

Pro: $27.99 per month

Unlimited: $57.99 per month

24h Access: $12.99 per month

Single Conversion: $1.99



PROS

	For each class of files, different formats are supported.
	This tool is easy to use.
	The maximum number of converters can handle websites like Images, videos, archives, and so on.





CONS

	It is sometimes necessary to wait longer for conversion if more files are processed.






# 14. Permute
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If you need a HEIC to PDF converter for Mac, Permute media converter is an excellent option. It supports a diverse range of formats, allowing you to effortlessly convert images, audio, or videos into other compatible formats. The standout feature is the simplicity of initiating conversions with just a single click.

Permute also includes additional tools that can streamline your workflow. For instance, you can merge multiple videos or add subtitles to a video. Whether you’re converting HEIC to PDF or seeking an uncomplicated method to convert between various media formats, Permute is a highly recommended choice.

Rating: 4.5

Pricing: $14.99



PROS

	This involves multiple CPUs and helps to speed up the conversion process.
	Almost every image and video format is compatible with this software.





CONS

	Synchronization issues may occur from time to time.
	Conversion of certain types of files might harm the quality of your videos.






Convert HEIC to PDF: FAQs

What is a HEIC file?

HEIC is a file format that was developed by Apple Inc. It is used to store high-quality images and is especially popular on mobile devices. If you want to share photos with friends or colleagues, it’s a good idea to convert them to PDF so that they can be viewed on any device.

Is HEIC better than JPEG?

HEIC files offer a higher quality image than JPEG files, so they’re a good choice if you want to store high-resolution photos. However, not all devices support the HEIC file format, so it’s a good idea to convert them to PDF before sharing them with others.

How to convert HEIC to PDF on iPhone without an app?

To convert a HEIC image to PDF on your iPhone, follow these simple steps: Open the Photos app> Choose the picture you want to convert> Tap the share button> Select the Print option> Tap the share button again> Choose where to save the PDF document copy of the image.

How to convert multiple HEICs to PDFs?

If you need to convert multiple HEIC files to PDF, we recommend using the online converter PDFgear. It supports batch conversion and can help you finish the task quickly and easily.

Step 1. Go to the PDFgear online HEIC to PDF converter using any browser on any device with a stable internet connection.

Step 2. Upload your multiple HEIC images into the converter and click the Convert button to initiate the bulk conversion from HEIC to PDF.

Step 3. Wait for PDFgear to work its magic. Click the Download button to save the new PDF file.

How to convert HEIC to JPG on Google Drive?

To convert HEIC to JPG on Google Drive, follow these simple steps:

Step 1. Open Google Drive in your browser and log into your Google account.

Step 2. Select the HEIC photo you would like to convert to JPG, right-click on it, and select Download.

Step 3. Open a new tab in your browser and go to the iMobie HEIC Converter website.

Step 4. Click on the Click to Select button and upload your HEIC file.

Step 5. Select the Keep EXIF Data option and choose Image Quality.

Step 6. Download the converted JPEG file to your computer.

What’s the best HEIC to PDF converter?

PDFgear is a great choice if you want to convert HEIC files to PDF. It supports a wide range of formats and can help you finish the task quickly and easily. Plus, it’s free to use, so you don’t have to worry about spending any money.

Summary

If you’re looking for a high-quality HEIC to PDF converter, we highly recommend using PDFgear. We’ve tried many different converters over the years, and PDFgear is by far the best one we’ve found. The conversion process is quick and easy, and the results are always top-notch.

And with the page rearranging feature, PDFgear empowers you to easily manage your work. Plus, PDFgear is completely free, which is always a plus. We highly recommend giving PDFgear a try if you’re looking for a HEIC to PDF converter that won’t let you down.
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